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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the development of optimization techniques, one of the most remarkable 
methods in treating allocation processes, optimal control processes, and 
mathematical problems of many other kinds (see Bellman and Lee [9]) is 
known as dynamic programming [4,5]. Based upon the principle of 
optimality of Bellman [4, 51, a class of mathematical programming problems 
with the dynamic programming scheme have been solved numerically or 
analytically (see Angel and Bellman [ 11, Aris [2], Bellman [4-61, Bellman 
and Dryfus [7], Bellman and Kalaba [8], Nemhauser [ 181, and others). On 
the other hand, the development of dynamic programming has been closely 
related to that of the theory of inequalities. In fact, an elegant proof of the 
usual A-G (arithmetic-geometric) inequality was given in Beckenbach and 
Bellman [3, p. 61 by means of the functional equation approach of dynamic 
programming [4,5]. Along the same line, very recently Iwamoto [ 11-15 ] 
established a class of classical inequalities by the dynamic programming 
approach, while Wang [ 19-231 established them by the functional equation 
approach. Moreover, Wang [ 24 ] established an equivalence of seven basic 
inequalities, including the A-G, Holder, and Minkowski inequalities, in a 
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broad setting and pointed out that all the classical inequalities can be treated 
in a unified manner. In this connection, it is not surprising that many 
inequalities can be successfully established by the functional equation 
approach of dynamic programming. In other words, dynamic programming 
can be used as an effective method to study the theory of inequalities. In the 
development of the theory of inequalities, the discrete and continuous cases 
of the inequalities have always been examined hand in hand (see [3, 10, 171). 
At present, only the discrete case of the inequalities has been studied in 13-5. 
11-15, 19-23 ] by means of (discrete) dynamic programming. Naturally, the 
continuous case of the inequalities can be likewise established through 
dynamic programming. Of course, discrete dynamic programming cannot be 
directly applied to fulfil the task. However, it can be done because the 
inversion of discrete-time dynamic program generates a counterpart in the 
problem of continuous-time optimal control on one-dimensional state space 
(see Bellman 14-61, Bellman and Kalaba [S], and Iwamoto 1161). This 
continuous process will provide a necessary partial differential equation of 
dynamic programming devised by the principle of optimality of Bellman 14 1. 
We call it the continuous dynamic programming approach for short. 
In this paper we set up the backward and forward equations and inverse 
processes for the continuous process in Sections 2, 3, and 4, respectively. In 
the following sections, we alternatively establish the Holder, Minkowski, and 
A-G inequalities for integrals by the continuous dynamic programming 
approach. 
For the classical inequalities cited here without mentioning any source, 
one should refer to Beckenbach and Bellman 131, Hardy, Littlewood, and 
Polya I lo], or Mitrinovic [ 171) for details. 
2. BACKWARD EQUATION 
For our purpose, we only use positive continuous functions defined on the 
positive part of the real line R. So, let C’=C+(R+)= {hlh:Ri-rRt}, 
where R ’ = (xERlx>O}. 
Consider the continuous process 
subject to 
maximize 
I 
O’J(o(r), x(t)) dt (1) 
(2) 
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Problem (lt(2) is called the main process. We define the maximum value 
function F: I X [O, T] -+ R (where I = {c / 0 < c < I)) by 
F(c,t)= max 
li 
T.f(u(s), x(s)) ds 
-I 
rr g(u(s), x(s)) dx < c, t < s < T( . 
‘I 
(3) 
Then we obtain, through the principle of optimality of Bellman [4,5 1, the 
well-known PDE (partial differential equation) of DP (dynamic 
programming) 
-F, = m,“x IfW), x) -s@(t), x) F,], (4) 
F(0, T)= 0 (O<t<T,aEC+). (5) 
The maximum value of (l)-(2) is given by F(c, 0). Equation (4)-(5) is called 
the backward equation. 
3. FORWARD EQUATION 
We consider the main process (1 F(2) again, and define the maximum 
value function p: I x [0, T] -+ R by 
.I 
F(c, t) = max 
I! 
g(a(s),x(s))ds < c,O ,< s < t . 
0 i 
(6) 
As above, we obtain its PDE of DP 
P, = y4f(W, x> -sb(t>, x) F?,I, 
P(0, 0) = 0 (O<t<T,uEC+). 
(7) 
(8) 
The maximum value of (lt(2) is now given by F(c, 7). Equation (7)-(g) is 
called the forward equation. 
4. INVERSE PROCESSES 
Consider the inverse process associated with the main process (l-2) 
7 
minimize I 
g(u(t), x(t)) dt (9) 
0 
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I ‘f@(t), x(t)) dt 2 c, c > 0. 0 (10) 
For the inverse process (9k(lO), the minimum value functions 
G(c, t), d(c, t) in correspondance with F(c, t), P(c, t) can be likewise defined. 
Then the backward and forward equations for G and d can be readily 
established. In fact, the analysis is similar mutatis mutandis with the roles of 
the functions f and g interchanged: 
-G, = “,‘n I g(a(f), x> -f@(f), .x) G,], (11) 
G(0, T) = 0 (O~f~T,aECf); (12) 
6, = m,‘n I g@(t), x> -f@(t), x> G, 1, 
($0, 0) = 0 (O<t<T,aEC+). 
The main and inverse processes stated above naturally constitutes a dual 
problem. Similar to that given in Iwamoto [ 131, we now state the inverse 
theorem (with its proof, which is almost identical to that of [ 131, omitted). 
THEOREM. (i) If the main process (l)-(2) has an onto strictly increasing 
maximum value function F :Z X [0, T] + J (where Z and J are two finite 
intervals of R), then F-’ is an onto strictly increasing solution of (1 l)-(12). 
(ii) Let the main process (1 l)-( 12) have an onto strictly increasing 
maximum value function F: Z X (0, TI + J. Zf the inverse process (9~( 10) 
has an onto strictly increasing minimum value function G : J x 10, T] -+ I, 
then G-’ : Z x [0, T] + J is a strictly increasing solution of (4)-(5). 
5. HOLDER INEQUALITY 
We state and prove Holder inequality as follows: For p > 1 
laxdt< (jaqdtj”q ((x”dtj”‘, (13) 
where u, x E C+ and q =p/(p - 1). The inequality sign is reversed for 
0 < p < 1. In either case the sign of equality holds if and only if 
xp = kaq (14) 
for some constant k. 
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Here and in what follows s, a, and x are used to indicate Jr, a(t), and 
x(t), respectively, whenever confusion is unlikely to occur. 
For p > 1, we consider the problem 
max axdt .1 (15) 
subject to 
I xp dt < c, c > 0. (16) 
The maximum value function F : Zx[ 0, T] -+ R for (15~( 16) defined by 
F(c, t) = max 
I 
‘a(s)x(s)ds!j’xp(,)dsgcl (17) 
* I 
satisfies the PDE of DP 
-F, = max [a(t) x - F,xP], F(0, T) = 0. (18) 
x 
The maximum in (18) is attained for 
x = a(t) l’(p-‘) L-1 pFc ’ (19) 
Substituting (19) into (1 S), a simplification yields 
-F, = p-l [a(t)]p”p-“/(pF,)“‘P~l), 
P 
F(0, T) = 0. (20) 
We seek a solution of the PDE (20) of the form F = y(t) o(c). Substituting 
this F into (20), a rearrangement yields 
4(O) w(T) = 0. (22) 
Since the right-hand side of (21) depends only upon t but its left-hand side 
is independent of t, both sides must equal the same constant A (see [26, 
p. 631). Using this fact, (21) and (22) give two separate DE s 
$“-‘(c) q(c) = AP-‘, O) = 0, (23) 
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and 
5 iw(t>l 
b(t)1 PPICP- 11 
lltp- l) v’(t) =- Lp,,(p- 1) 3 w(T) = 0. (24) 
Solving the problems (23) and (24), respectively, we find 
#@) =p’lP~~P-l~lPcllP 
and 
v(t) = 
1 
I 
p-IvPplIP f 
* (a(s))Pl’P- I) & 
I 
(p - “lP. 
From (25) and (26) it follows hat 
F(c, t) = [IT (a(s))” ds ] 1’q c”P. (27) 
-0 
It is now clear that inequality (13) follows from (17) and (27). Also the sign 
of equality holds if and only if (14) holds. 
For 0 <p < 1, the analysis is similar, mutatis mutandis, with the roles of 
the integrals c ax dt and J xp dt interchanged. 
6. MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY 
We state and prove Minkowski inequality as follows: For p > 1 
(a+x)Pdt< [ (lapdtj”‘+ (~x”dt~l’p]p, (28) 
where a, x E Cf. The inequality sign is reversed for 0 <p < 1. In either case 
the sign of equality holds if and only if 
x = ka 
for some constant k. 
For p > 1, we consider the problem 
(29) 
max r (a + x)” dt 
subject to 
c xp dt < c, c > 0. 
(30) 
(31) 
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The maximum value function F: I x [O, T] + R for (30) - (3 1) defined by 
F(c, t)= max 
I!’ 
tT [a(s)+~(s)]~ ds ll“x”(r)ds < cl (32) 
f 
satisfies the PDE of DP 
-F, = rn:x [(a(t) + x)” - FcxP], F(0, T)= 0. (33) 
The maximum in (33) is attained for 
(34) 
Substituting (34) into (33), a simplification yields 
-F, = F,a”(t)/(F;““-” - l)pp’, F(0, T)= 0. (35) 
We seek a solution of the PDE (35) of the form F = [w(t) + #(c)]~. 
Substituting this F into (35), a straight forward manipulation yields 
P “(p-‘vw - ,p(c);~:rp-,i 
I@>1 PICP- 1) 
= [~~,(t)l,,(p~l) -P1’cppl)v(t). (36) 
y/m = -$v). (37) 
By the reasoning we used above, we find that both sides of (36) must 
equal the same constant 1. Using this A, (36) and (37) give two separate DES 
and 
I,:-,, 1 
P-1 
P 
4’(c) = 1, (38) 
P 
l,,“,-lj 
1 
P-1 
y’(t) = -a”(t), 
y/m = - 
P 
l,(“,-,) . 
(39) 
Solving the problems (38) and (39), respectively, we obtain 
qqc) = c”P + /l/p’/+1) (40) 
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and 
y(t) = (r’a”(s> ds) ‘lP - h/pl’(P- ‘). 
t 
From (40) and (41) it follows that 
F(c,t)= [ ~j,T~~(s)d~)“p+c’~V]p. 
(41) 
It is now clear that inequality (28) follows from (32) and (42). Also the sign 
of equality holds if and only if (29) holds. 
For 0 <p < 1, the analysis is similar mutatis mutandis with the roles of 
the integrals j (a + x)” dt and j xp dt interchanged. 
7. A-G INEQUALITY 
We state and prove the A - G inequality (e.g., see [9, p. 1371) as follows: 
!‘alogxdtGlog Jaxdt 
j a dt Ia (43) 
where a, x E Ct. The sign of equality holds if and only if 
x = constant. 
To prove inequality (43), we consider the problem 
(44) 
subject to 
max j a log x dt 
j-a dt (45) 
log Iaxdt <c Jadt \ 3 c>o. 
The maximum value function F: I X [0, T] -+ R for (45~(46) defined by 
(47) 
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satisfies the PDE of DP 
-F, = max 
u(t) log x 4W’ 
A(t) - 
a(t) F,x - - , 
x A (t) I 
F(0, T) = 0, 
where A(t) = 1; a(s) ds. The maximum in (48) is attained for 
Substituting (49) into (48), a simplification yields 
(48) 
F(=z [log A(t) + log F, + F + 1 ], F(0, T) = 0. (50) 
We seek a solution of the PSE (50) of the form F = log[#(c)/y/(t)]. 
Substituting this F into (50), a straightforward manipulation yields 
log 4’(c) = log v(t) - log A(t) + [log &)]‘/]logA(t)]’ - 1, (51) 
y(T) = 4(O) = 0. (52) 
Again by the reasoning we used above, we find that both sides of (51) must 
equal the same constant ,I. Using this ,I, (51) and (52) give two separate DES 
f(c) = ea, m = 0 (53) 
and 
log v(t) - log A(t) + [log v(t)]‘/[& A(t)]’ - 1 = 1, l/T(T) = 0. (54) 
Evidently, the solution of (53) is 
4(c) = eat. (55) 
To solve (54) we observe that if 
Ilog wW1’ = [logA(t) w(T) = 0, (56) 
then 
log y(t) = A + log A(t). (57) 
In turn (57) is a solution of (56). Hence (57) is the solution of (54). From 
(55) and (57) if follows that 
F(c, t) = log [c/A (t)] . (58) 
409’96 I 9 
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It is now clear that the inequality (43) follows from (47) and (58). Also the 
sign of equality holds if and only if (44) holds. 
8. CONCLUSION 
The idea of using dynamic programming to solve PDEs is not new. In 
fact, a systematic study on the subject can be found in Angel and Bellman 
[ 11. Their discrete dynamic programming approach [ 1 ] has furnished 
various effective techniques for the numerical solution of PDEs of many 
types. For the continuous version of the subject (e.g., see also [6, 8, 16]), we 
employed above the method of separation variables, which is the key to 
success in solving many mathematical physics problems (e.g., see Wein- 
berger [26]), to solve three PDEs. The form of the solution given in 
Section 5 is typical (e.g., see [26, p. 63]), while two forms of the solution 
provided in Sections 6 and 7, respectively appear to be new. However, our 
prior knowledge of the inequalities leads us to set up the pertinent forms for 
the problems. In this connection, our results not only reveal the versatility of 
dynamic programming but also enrich the method of separation of variables 
for the solution of PDEs. 
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